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Videos are an extremely effective means of 
conveying your marketing message to consumers, 
and what’s more is that consumers appreciate 
this efficacy too, as 72% of people say that they 
prefer to watch videos when learning about a 
product or service. 

There are loads of stats talking up the benefits 
of video as a marketing tool, but ultimately 
your videos will be left to rot in the shadows if 
consumers can’t get to them in the first place. 

Your communication channels can provide a 
solution to this conundrum, but if you want your 
video to reach a far wider audience, you’ll need 
to ensure that it’s correctly optimised for organic 
search and YouTube.

Introduction



What Is Video Optimisation?
Video optimisation is the practice of 
ensuring that video descriptions, titles, 
metadata   and a range of other search-
related features are written in a way that 
will give the video the best opportunity of 
ranking in search engines and on YouTube 
for related queries. 

By and large, optimising a video follows 
the same principles as optimising any 
other form of content, however for videos 
there are specific elements that require 
optimisation. 

In this guide, we will highlight what  
they are.

Why Is Video Optimisation 
Important?

It’s tempting to think of search results 
as nothing more than a list of pages 
most closely related to the search query, 
but each search results page is so much 
more.

As the screengrab on the left shows 
shows, many different types of organic 
listings appear in the search engine 
results pages (known as SERPs) besides 
the related pages: recent news stories, 
videos, people also ask (PAA), Google 
featured snippets, images, knowledge 
graph and more. 

Of course, SERPs change depending on 
the search query. In this case, Google 
understands from the query ‘visit Paris’ 
that the intention is to find out more 
about a trip to the city. So along with 
the usual organic results, the SERPs also 
feature a Google Map, Knowledge Graph, 
information on planning a trip, a list 
of things to do, and some videos from 
YouTube. Everything you could need to 
see the City of Lights!



Question focussed searchProduct focussed search

If we change the query to something more 
product-focused, the SERPs change again:

Google understands the context of the 
search (i.e. it is more likely related to a 
product) and presents the consumer with 
more options to shop. 

If we change the query again to focus on a 
question, the SERPs change again:



How to Optimise 
Videos
Several factors need to be considered when 
optimising videos, and here we go through some 
of the fundamental optimisations. 

Keyword Research

Understanding how people search and what 
queries people are searching for in relation to 
your video content is fundamental. It’s important 
to make a distinction between the way people 
search on Google compared to YouTube. People 
search differently on each platform which means 
the way you may optimise content to improve 
organic search results will be different to the way 
you would optimise a video to appear in YouTube.

Your first point of call is YouTube. Using the 
search function in YouTube you can identify the 
keywords people are commonly searching for 
relating to your video content. There are various 
tools like Keyword Tool where you can set the 
search engine to YouTube and perform keyword 
research as you normally would.

https://keywordtool.io/ubersuggest-alternative


Ahrefs keyword tool

Using keyword tools such as Moz’s 
Keyword Explorer or Ahrefs keyword tool 
amongst many others allows you to find 
relevant keywords with associated search 
volume which you can incorporate into 
video optimisation. 

In Ahref’s keywords explorer tool, if you 
type in your query and head to “Questions” 
on the left hand side, you can display 
search results related to your query that 
are questions, and this will give you 
an indication of how many people are 
searching per month as well as the type 
of language they are using. 

In addition to using the tools you may 
also need to consider seasonality and how 
that impacts search behaviour by looking 
at search trends data. 

https://moz.com/explorer
https://ahrefs.com/


Google trends tool

Google trends tool allows you to explore 
search data in different countries as well 
as across various time periods e.g. past 5 
years or past 12 months or forecasting.

You can also compare the trends data on 
Web search to YouTube search, which is 
particularly useful for video optimisation.

Tip: 
 
Optimising videos well for 
informational searches 
increases the chances of driving 
organic traffic to the site or to 
YouTube watch page.

https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=US


Video Title example

Video Titles

Video titles are a key ranking factor and 
they need to be optimised to include 
target keywords whilst also offering core 
information about your video. You have up 
to 100 characters to use (though they are 
truncated at 70 characters), so make sure 
you’re clear and concise. Getting your title 
right will help reduce the bounce rate and 
increase your video’s ranking. 

When writing titles, it’s helpful to:

• Ensure you put target keywords at the 
beginning with brand terms towards  
the end

• Update your titles and experiment with 
variations of titles to increase views  
and watch time

Fact:
Understanding the intent of a 
consumer is very important, 
especially considering that 
80% of video content served in 
SERPs are informational videos.

How do I…?

How to …?

What is…?



Video Descriptions

Video descriptions perform a similar 
function to metadata on a standard web 
page. This section gives you a chance 
to describe the content of the video and 
include keywords related to your video’s 
topic that’ll help search engines to 
determine how relevant it is to a search 
query. 

On YouTube the video description can be as 
long as 5,000 characters, however YouTube 
will truncate the description shown in the 
video search results. 

Truncated video description

Full video description

When writing descriptions, it’s helpful to:

• Include your target keywords at the 
beginning of the description and 
incorporate it naturally throughout

• Provide as much information as you can 
that will be  
useful to the watcher



Video Tags

YouTube tags allows you to include 
several keywords so that your video can be 
categorised more easily by search engines 
and YouTube, which will help rank your 
video for target keywords. There is a 
limit to the number of keywords that can 
be used, so be sure to include the target 
keywords as well as long-tail keywords 
from your keyword research.

Subtitles and Closed Captions

As well as improving accessibility by 
providing a way for deaf or hard of hearing 
users to watch your video, subtitles can 
also have a positive impact on your video’s 
performance in the SERPs. When a query 
is entered into Google, it will crawl video 
subtitles and factor them into its results 
pages. 

If you’re looking to use this feature, 
don’t rely on the automatically generated 
subtitles provided by YouTube, as these are 
poor quality and thus don’t get crawled. 
Create your own and upload them.

It can be an arduous task to subtitle your 
videos, particularly if you’re producing 
them en masse, but it’s worth doing, 
and if you don’t have the time, there are 
subtitling freelancers who’ll do this work 
for you.

Tip: 
If you have a series of videos, 
use relevant tags cross all 
videos to group them together 
which will help them to show 
in the ‘related videos’ search 
results.

Tip: 
Playlists are a great way to 
group related videos together 
to increase views and increase 
watch time. Watch time is an 
important ranking factor for 
YouTube.



Video Sitemap

An easy way to help boost your video’s ranking is to 
create a video sitemap. 

This information includes the video’s title, description, 
URL and thumbnail location. The last of these is very 
important, as having a designated thumbnail will give 
consumers a better idea of the type of video they are 
about to watch. 

A video sitemap should look something like this:

This information will suffice for a basic video sitemap, 
but there are also more features you can include such 
as video restrictions, platform and duration. 

When you’ve created the video sitemap, save it 
as a .xml file and upload to Google via their Search 
Console Sitemaps tool or by adding the following line 
to your robots.txt file while specifying the path to 
your sitemap: 

For more information on video sitemaps, check out 
Google’s advice on building and submitting sitemaps.

https://search.google.com/search-console/not-verified?original_url=/search-console/sitemaps?utm_medium%3Dreferral%26utm_campaign%3D183668&original_resource_id
https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/183668?hl=en


Video Embedding

Embed your videos on your website or blog 
to drive video watches on your site and 
on YouTube. Featuring the video within a 
blog article for example will give the video 
more context, which is very important for 
ranking organically, as search engines will 
understand the relevance of the video so 
that it can rank for specific search queries.

Most popular video hosting sites will 
provide an embed code, which allows 
others to also embed your video on their 
sites and can cumulatively increase views 
and watch time.

We have outlined some of the most 
important implementations to optimise 
your videos, however there are many 
more optimisations which will improve 
the rankings of your video in the organic 
SERPs as well as YouTube. 

What’s next?

If you have any questions about the 
content in this guide, or would like to 
enquire about how we can help you get 
ahead and optimise your video content, 
we’d love to speak to you. 

Get in touch using the following details:

Website: weareneon.com     

Email: hello@weareneon.com 

Tel: 0161 507 3900




